We present a time-dependent uniform-density interior Schwarzschild solution, an exact solution to the Einstein field equations. Our solution describes the collapse (or the time-reversed expansion) of an object from an infinite radius to an intermediate radius of 9/8 of the Schwarzschild radius, at which time a curvature singularity appears at the origin, and then continues beyond the singularity to a gravastar with radius equal to the Schwarzschild radius.
solution except for a time-dependent radius R(t). For r < R(t),
and for r ≥ R(t),
The time-dependence of the radius is implicitly defined as the solution to the equation 1 7a 7 − 2 5a 5 + 1 3a 3 = αt + β, where a = 1 − R S R(t)
and α and β are determined by the choice of time origin and collapse or expansion time scale.
II. ENERGY-MOMENTUM TENSOR
The following functions will be used for shortening some expressions:
In terms of a and b the interior metric reads
In the interior Schwarzschild solution the radius R is always greater than the Schwarzschild radius R S . The energy-momentum tensor for the standard time-independent interior Schwarzschild solution contains a constant density and equal pressures in the radial and transverse directions and no off-diagonal terms. For the time-dependent solution, the energymomentum tensor T µν demanded by the Einstein equations G µν = 8πGT µν is slightly different. One can isolate the energy density and pressures on the diagonal by raising an index, but the off-diagonal terms are no longer symmetric. Alternatively, one can use tetrads to find the energy tensor in a local Lorentz frame. In this way, one fixes the functions on the diagonal to their correct value and also keeps the off-diagonal terms symmetric. Introducing 
such that e μ µ e ν ν g µν = ημν = diag(−1, 1, 1, 1),
we have
The energy-momentum tensor can be brought to canonical from and it is either type I or type IV depending on the sign of (ρ + p r ) 2 − 4S 2 r (positive or 0 for type I, negative for type IV). The energy density ρ and radial pressure p r assume the standard expressions found in the literature [2] [3] [4] , although with a time-dependent radius,
The radial pressure p r diverges where
The Tμν components that differ from the static case are a new radial momentum flux term S r and the tangential pressure p T ,
HereṘ = dR/dt and the pressure anisotropy ∆ follows from Einstein's equations as
All other terms in the energy-momentum tensor are 0 as they must be for a spherical symmetric time-dependent system.
The static solution is recovered forṘ = 0, and it has S r = 0 and ∆ = 0, i.e., isotropic pressure p r = p T . At the outer boundary r = R(t), the energy density jumps from ρ inside to zero outside, the radial pressure p r (R) vanishes and is continuous, and the tangential pressure p T assumes the expression
A natural boundary condition is for the tangential pressure to be continuous at the surface,
i.e., to set p T (R) = 0. This leads to the differential equation
We use this equation to determine the time dependence of the radius R(t).
III. TIME DEPENDENCE OF THE RADIUS
The static solutionṘ =R = 0, or constant R, satisfies Eq. (14), as expected. We find that an additional time-dependent solution exists. The general solution to Eq. (14) can be found by reexpressing it as an equation for the function t(R) instead of the function R(t) using the formulas for derivatives of inverse functions dt/dR = 1/Ṙ and
This leads to the linear differential equation for t(R), whereR = R/R S ,
The general solution to Eq. (15) can be written as
where t 0 and t c are integration constants. This coincides with Eq. 
Plots of the exact and asymptotic solutions forR(t) are shown in Fig. 1 . For reference, our solution gives
These expressions lead to
The pressure at r = 0 diverges whenR = 9/8, which happens when
On the surface of the star (r = R), one has b = a = (1 − R S /R) 1/2 and ∆ = 0, as imposed. As t → ∞ for collapse (or −∞ for expansion), the star radius R → R S , the density becomes ρ S = 3M/(4πR 3 S ) for r < R S and zero otherwise, the pressure becomes p r = p T = −ρ S for r < R S and zero otherwise. So our solution describes collapse (expansion) of a constant-density anisotropic object ending (starting) as a sphere with vacuum equation of state p r = p T = −ρ and radius equal to the Schwarzschild radius.
IV. ANALYSIS
In this section we analyze the metric functions g tt (t, r), g rr (t, r), −g(t, r), where g = det(g µν ), the Ricci scalar, and the matter functions ρ(t, r), p r (t, r), ∆(t, r), and S r (t, r), paying particular attention to their singularities. Since R(t) is a continuous function of t, we study the metric, curvature, and matter functions in the variablesr = r/R S ,R = R/R S .
A. Metric functions and Ricci scalar
As noted in the introduction, the metric of our dynamical solution is formally the same as the metric for the static solution at radius R. The metric function g tt (t, r) is
The metric function g tt is negative everywhere except it goes to 0 when 3a = b, which happens on the infinite pressure surfacer =R 9 − 8R. The interior g tt connects continuously with continuous derivatives to the Schwarzschild exterior g tt except atr =R = 1.
The metric function g rr is
It is always positive and goes to infinity atr =R = 1. It does not have any special behavior connected to the infinite pressure surface. The interior g rr connects continuously to the Schwarzschild exterior g rr but g rr does not have continuous derivatives.
It goes to zero on the infinite pressure surface indicating a coordinate singularity.
Profiles of the metric functions g tt , g rr , and √ −g are depicted in Fig. 2 . The Ricci scalar is given by the expression
It diverges on the infinite pressure surface, due to divergences in p r and ∆, and at R → ∞ (t = t 0 ) due to ∆. These are therefore curvature singularities. The locations of the The singularity associated with the infinite pressure surface is the blue line bounded by A and B.
The singularity at R → ∞ is the red line joining C and D. The dotted black line is the surface of the object on which the anisotropy is set to 0 by our boundary condition.
B. Energy density and radial pressure
The radial pressure p r (t, r) and energy density ρ(t, r) profiles for our dynamical solution are the same as in the static solution at any R. For completeness we show them in Fig 4. The density profile is constant inside the object and zero outside. The radial pressure p r is small compared to the density ρ at large radii R. At smaller R, p r at the center becomes larger than ρ, eventually diverging whenR = 9/8. For 9/8 >R > 1, the pressure is negative (p r < −ρ) at the center and has a divergence at the surface of infinite pressure. This p r < −ρ behavior causes violation of the weak and null energy conditions. In theR → 1 limit, the pressure everywhere in the interior approaches a constant value −ρ s , and the surface of infinite pressure moves to the surface of the star. The function ∆ has two lines of singularities, which are lines AB and CD shown in Fig. 3 .
The function∆ assumes the following limiting form near the infinite pressure surface (line 
This is an essential singularity of type x 2 /y 3 . Near point B,
where g(r,R) is a nonsingular function well approximated by 
The expression for A ensures∆ = 0 at r = R. Here there are essential singularities of the type x 9 /y 3 , x 8 /y 2 , and x 7 /y.
Near the line CD (R → ∞) the limiting form of∆ is
This diverges withR 2 except at points C and D which again are essential singularities.
D. Momentum Density
A convenient dimensionless quantity related to S r isS r = S r t c /(ρ s R S ). Figure 6 shows plots of −S r . The function S r can also be examined at the points on Fig. 3 . The limiting forms arẽ
again using δR =R −R 0 , δr =r −R 0 9 − 8R 0 . 
E. Force analysis
In [7] we found that general time dependent spherically symmetric systems satisfy a force equation For the collapsing solution (t c > 0) the anisotropy force acts as a force to slow down the initially rapid collapse. As the center pressure is diverging, the anisotropy force pulls inward, see theR = 1.13 andR = 1.125 curves in Fig. 5 . At late times, the anisotropy is positive inside the pressure divergence and negative outside; this indicates that the anisotropy force is pulling into the divergence rather than pushing away.
For the expanding solution (t c < 0), the anisotropy force is the same at the same values of R, but the momentum term S r has opposite sign and increases, rather than decreases, and the object expands rather than contracts.
F. Energy-momentum tensor type
As mentioned in section II, the energy-momentum tensor T µν is type I when (ρ + p r ) 2 −
4S
2 r ≥ 0 and is type IV otherwise. Using the expressions from Eqs. (9) and (20) we can obtain a condition for where in the (r, R) plane T µν is type I and where it is type IV. It is type I when
and type IV otherwise. Energy-momentum tensors of type IV cannot satisfy the weak energy condition [8] . Note that T µν is type I at r = 0 for all times, but the outer region of the object where there is more momentum is type IV if r IV ≤ r < R. The type IV outer region shrinks or grows with R and disappears when R ≤ r IV , i.e.,
V. CONCLUSION
The interior Schwarzschild solution, despite its perhaps unnatural uniform density, still has interesting properties such as the Buchdahl limit, the gravastar limit, and the extended Kerr source. In this paper, we generalize the interior Schwarzschild solution to include collapse or expansion. Our solution to the Einstein field equations is interesting mathematically since it is exact and fairly simple, allowing for a detailed analysis of its features. Our expanding solution starts as a sphere of dark energy in the infinite past and reaches an infinite size at t 0 . Our collapsing system starts at an infinite size and asymptotically approaches a sphere of dark energy at large times. Therefore our collapsing solution may be thought of as a kind of formation process for gravastars or dark energy stars, which in the terminology of [7] are astrophysical objects with a dark energy core. However, our collapsing solution involves spacetime singularities and violations of the weak and null energy conditions. Other formation processes that are nonsingular and do not violate those energy conditions exist [7] . It would be interesting to see if other static or stationary dark energy stars [5, [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] can be generalized to include a nontrivial time dependence in a simple way.
